
(Write date) 
 
Attention 
To Whom It May Concern  
USCIS 
ATTN: I-539 
(Find corresponding address on the “Where to file” section on the I-539 website) 
 
Dear Sir or Madam:  
 
This letter is in support of the attached Form I-539, Application to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant 
Status for me, and Form I-539A, Supplemental Information for Application to Extend/Change 
Nonimmigrant Status for my wife (Write name) (Add as many derivative applicants as needed). 
Thank you in advance for your attention.  
 
As instructed in Form M-752, I am hereby submitting explanations regarding the reason for this 
request, why the extension of stay is temporary and the effect on my foreign employment 
and/or residency: 
 
I was admitted as a B-2 visitor on XXXXXXX. The length of my visit has been justified by a series of 
events occurred on the occasion of (Example: visiting family and/or friends, attending a medical 
appointment, leisure activities, being in transit to another country or cruise, etc.) 
 

1. The reason for this request  
 
The reason for requesting this extension of status is based on the travel restrictions due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Foreign travel has been restricted to most destinations to and from the US 
and, furthermore, travelling to my home country Venezuela requires of one or more layovers as 
direct flights are banned as per previous measures taken by the US government. (You may add 
further explanations if needed).  
 

2. Why the extension of stay is temporary 
 
My whole estate and assets are in Venezuela as well as I am employed with (Name the company 
or business). I am in close contact with a travel agency which is keeping me informed on the 
evolution of these events and have promised to book me a flight home as soon as operations 
resume.  
 
I have also contacted the Embassy of Venezuela to the United States and my information has 
been registered as they arranging humanitarian flights to repatriate Venezuelan nationals in my 
situation. They promised to contact me at any moment.  
 
Due to the uncertainty on the duration of the current pandemic I am requesting the maximum 
time allowed in the regulations, however, I intend to return back home as soon as possible.  



 
3. Effect on my foreign employment and/or residency  

 

As the Covid-19 pandemic has become a worldwide emergency, activities in Venezuela will 
resume as soon as the situation is under control. I have been in contact with my employer and 
have received full support as I will return to my position upon arrival. I am a citizen of Venezuela 
and therefore my entry is guaranteed at any time flights become available.  
 
Please find supporting documentation enclosed. I am receiving support from relatives and/or 
friends during this unexpected period of stay in the United States. I am being provided with food 
and accommodation by (Write the name of the person providing food and accommodation) at 
the following address (Write the full address of where staying).  
 
Yours respectfully,  
 
(Write full name)    
 
 
 
 


